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from insider threats.

Insiders are the New Malware
Protecting Your Data From Insider Threats
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The Impact of Online Attacks

Source: informationisbeautiful.net
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The threat was already inside

An insider or an attacker that hijacked an insider’s credentials.

Examples: Snowden, WikiLeaks

Unstructured data was leaked or stolen 

Documents, spreadsheets, emails, images, videos. 

Examples: Sony, OPM

Traditional security approaches didn’t work

Without user behavior analytics, attacks go undetected.

Examples: Target, Anthem

What do many breaches have in common?
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45% of organizations can’t tell if they’ve suffered an insider 
breach

34% estimate the cost of an insider breach to be > $1 
million

Reputational damage is immeasurable

CEOs and CISO are losing their jobs due to breaches

The Impact of Insider Threats
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Anatomy of a data breach: it’s easy to get inside

Once you’re in, it’s easy to steal information

Ransomware 

How to stop insider threats with Inside-Out Security: 

Detect

Prevent

Sustain

What We’ll Cover in This Talk
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The Script

Get inside (if not there already)

Usually done by phishing or social engineering

Snoop around
Enumerate current access; attempt to elevate

Visa cards anyone?
PS C:\Users\eddard> findstr /r "^4[0-9]{12}(?:[0-9]{3})?$"

Exfiltration
Get the data out without sounding alarms
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By the Numbers
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Privilege Abuse
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It’s easy to get inside
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Credentials are easy to compromise
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Employees make mistakes
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Phishing Works Really Well

23%
of recipients open phishing 
messages.

11%
of recipients click on 
attachments.

– 2015 Verizon Data Breach Investigations Report
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Rogue employees abuse access
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Off-the-shelf hacking
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Ransomware-as-a-Service
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Once you’re in...
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Post-exploitation like a boss
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Full .NET access

Direct access to the Win32 API

Access to crypto libraries

Can assemble malicious binaries in memory

Installed by default on Windows 7+

PowerShell: Everything an Attacker Could Ask For

See: http://bit.ly/psAttack “Why I Choose PowerShell as an Attack Platform”
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Insiders don’t need to be that fancy
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Sensitive data is at our fingertips

PS C:\Users\eddard> findstr /r 
"^4[0-9]{12}(?:[0-9]{3})?$"
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Risk and Irrational Biases



A Story About Trees
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Focus on Frequency
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We Thought Fighting Malware Was an Arms-Race…
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A brief history of ransomware

In 1989, Harvard-trained evolutionary biologist Joseph L. Popp created the first 
ransomware known as AIDS Trojan or PS Cyborg by sending 20,000 infected 
diskettes labeled “AIDS Information – Introductory Diskettes” to attendees of 
the World Health Organization’s international AIDS conference. 

After 90 reboots it would hide directories and encrypt the names of the files on 
the computer. 

To regain access, the user would have to send $189 to PC Cyborg Corp. at a 
post office box in Panama.

The AIDS Trojan (PC Cyborg) was Generation One malware:

Relatively easy to overcome since the Trojan used simple symmetric cryptography and 
tools were soon available to decrypt the filenames. 

The AIDS Trojan set the scene for what was to come – though it took a little while to 
move into high gear.
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A brief history of ransomware

In 2006, criminal organizations began using RSA encryption.

The Archiveus Trojan encrypted everything in the My Documents directory and 
required victims to purchase items from an online pharmacy to receive the 30-digit 
password.

The GPcode, an encryption Trojan which initially spread via an email attachment 
purporting to be a job application, used a 660-bit RSA public key. Two years later, a 
variant (GPcode.AK) used a 1024-bit RSA key.

In the meantime, other types of ransomware circulated that did not involve encryption, 
but simply locked out users. 

WinLock displayed pornographic images until the users sent a $10 premium-rate 
SMS to receive the unlocking code. 

Another ransomware worm imitated the Windows Product Activation notice and 
gave the person an international number to call to input a six-digit code. The call 
would be rerouted through a country with high international phone rates, and the 
person would be kept on hold while the fees racked up.
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A brief history of ransomware

By mid-2011, ransomware had moved into the big time. 
According to McAfee’s Quarterly Threats Report, there were 
about 30,000 new ransomware samples detected in each of 
the first two quarters of 2011. Then during the third quarter, 
the number doubled, and it surpassed 100,000 in the first 
quarter of 2012.

Amazingly, it doubled again by the third quarter to more than 
200,000 samples, or more than 2,000 per day. According to 
McAfee, part of this was that anonymous payment services 
made it much easier to collect money than the credit card 
payment systems that were used with the earlier wave of 
fake AV software scams.
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Crypto~ variants
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Crypto~ variants

CryptoLocker - September 2013

Usually enters the company by email. 

If a user clicks on the executable it starts immediately scanning network drives, 
renames all the files & folders and encrypts them.

Locker – first copycat software found in December 2013

$150 to get the key, with money being sent to a Perfect Money or QIWI Visa Virtual 
Card number. 

CryptoLocker 2.0 – December 2013

CryptoLocker 2.0 was written using C# while the original was in C++.

Tor and Bitcoin used for anonymity and 2048-bit encryption.

Latest variant is not detected by anti-virus or firewall.
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Crypto~ variants

CryptorBit - December 2013. 

CryptorBit corrupts the first 1024 bytes of any data file it finds.

Can bypass Group Policy settings put in place to defend against this type of ransomware infection. 

Social engineering used to get end users to install the ransomware using such devices as a fake flash update or a rogue antivirus product. 

Tor and Bitcoin again used for ransom payment. 

Also installs cryptocoin mining software that uses the victim’s computer to mine digital currency.

CTB-Locker (Curve-Tor-Bitcoin Locker) - midsummer 2014

First infections were mainly in Russia, so the developers were likely from an eastern European country.

SynoLocker - August 2014. 

This one attacked Synology NAS devices. SynoLocker encrypted files one by one. 

Payment was in Bitcoins and again Tor was used for anonymity.
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Crypto~ variants

CryptoWall – April 2014

Improved version of CryptoDefense. 

Uses a Java vulnerability. 

Malicious advertisements on domains belonging to Disney, Facebook, The 
Guardian newspaper and many others led people to sites that were CryptoWall
infected and encrypted their drives.

According to an August 27 report from Dell SecureWorks Counter Threat Unit 
(CTU): “CTU researchers consider CryptoWall to be the largest and most 
destructive ransomware threat on the Internet as of this publication, and they 
expect this threat to continue growing.” 

More than 600,000 systems were infected between mid-March and August 24, 
with 5.25 billion files being encrypted. 1,683 victims (0.27%) paid a total 
$1,101,900 in ransom. Nearly 2/3 paid $500, but the amounts ranged from 
$200 to $10,000.
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Crypto~ variants

Cryptoblocker – July 2014 

Trend Micro reported a new ransomware that only encrypt files <100MB 
and will skip anything in Windows or Program Files.

It uses AES rather than RSA encryption.

OphionLocker – December 2014

ECC (elliptic curve cryptography) public-key encryption.

3 days to pay the ransom or the private key will be deleted

Pclock – January 2015

Files in a user’s profile are encrypted

Shadow copies are deleted and disabled

72-hour countdown timer to pay 1 bitcoin in ransom
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CryptoLocker behaviour

Actions Notes Events on files

Encrypt files Uses RSA 2048bits key to encrypt the files

Encryption cypher seems to be symmetrical (depending on the 
CryptoLocker variant).

OPEN then 
MODIFY

Add file 
extensions
(next to 
existing
ones)

Adds one of these new extension to the end of the files
(depending on CryptoLocker variant) :
- « .encrypted »
OR
- « .cryptolocker »
OR
- « .<RANDOM 7 characters> »

RENAME

Create 
instruction 
files in each 
directory

Writes a file containing a link to a web page to get instructions to 
decrypt the files (require the user to pay some bitcoins)

The file names are :
- « DECRYPT_INSTRUCTION.txt »
OR
- « DECRYPT_INSTRUCTIONS.html »

CREATE

« file.docx » Encryption
Add
extension

« .encrypted »
« file.docx » + OR

« .cryptolocker »
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File-types affected
*.zip ; *.rar ; *.7z ; *.tar ; *.gzip ; *.jpg ; *.jpeg ; *.tif ; *.psd
; *.cdr ; *.dwg ; *.max ; *.bmp ; *.gif ; *.png ; *.doc ; *.docx
; *.xls ; *.xlsx ; *.ppt ; *.pptx ; *.txt ; *.pdf ; *.djvu ; *.htm ; 
*.html ; *.mdb ; *.cer ; *.p12 ; *.pfx ; *.kwm ; *.pwm ; *.1cd 
; *.md ; *.mdf ; *.dbf ; *.odt ; *.vob ; *.iso ; *.ifo ; *.csv ; 
*.torrent ; *.mov ; *.m2v ; *.3gp ; *.mpeg ; *.mpg ; *.flv ; 
*.avi ; *.mp4 ; *.wmv ; *.divx ; *.mkv ; *.mp3 ; *.wav ; *.flac 
; *.ape ; *.wma ; *.ac3 ; *.epub ; *.eps ; *.ai ; *.pps ; *.pptm
; *.accdb ; *.pst ; *.dwg ; *.dxf ; *.dxg ; *.wpd ; *.dcr ; *.kdc
; *.p7b ; *.p7c ; *.raw ; *.cdr ; *.qbb ; *.indd ; *.qbw
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When Perimeter Protection is 
Not Enough 
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Limitations of Endpoint Protection

Many signature-based antivirus programs unable to cope with modern ransomware 
attacks

Endpoint protection typically measures performance hit on systems 
Modern ransomware becoming smart enough to thwart detection

“… while a signature-based approach 
reduces the performance hit to the systems 
on which it runs, it also means somebody 
has to be the sacrificial sheep. Somebody 
has to get infected by a piece of malware so 
that it can be identified, analyzed and other 
folks protected against it. And in the 
meantime the malefactors can create new 
malware that signature-based defenses 
can’t defend against.”

Example: McAfee uses blacklisted servers/IP 
addresses to fight ransomware 

Signature-based defenses no longer sufficient 
given development speed of modern 
ransomware

All visibility and detection means lost when 
ransomware breaches the perimeter 
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Real-world Examples
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Methodist Hospital 

Kentucky-based hospital hit by Locky
ransomware 

Ransomware delivered via email attachment and 
propagated through the network 

Hackers demanded 4 BTC ($1,600) to recover 
files 

Attack lasted five days and caused outages to 
web-based services and electronic 
communications

Internal state of emergency declared and all 
desktop computers were shut down and then 
brought online one-by-one

Hospital has yet to pay ransom
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Hollywood Presbyterian Medical Center

Systems Impacted

• CT scans

• Electronic documentation / patient 
records

• Pharmacy functions and lab work

• Radiation and oncology shut down

California-based hospital hit by some strain of CryptoLocker

Hackers demanded payment of 40 BTC ($17,000)
Hospital paid ransomware to recover files 

Hospital operated with pen and paper for over a week and patients turned away
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MedStar Health 

Largest healthcare provider in DC and Maryland hit by new Samsam ransomware variant

Deployed directly to the server through vulnerabilities in Jboss by an open-source testing tool

Encryption used RSA-2048 bit rendering files unrecoverable 

Hackers demanded 45 BTC ($19,000) or 3 BTC ($1,250) per infected computer 

Systems taken offline and employees resorted to pen and paper or face-to-face communication 
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How do we stop 
insiders?
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What did Bob have access to before he resigned and what did he take?  

Do I have PII stored in widely accessible folders?

Hilary got hit without CryptoLocker again! Which files are toast? 

Will anyone mind if I archive these 15-year-old files?

How many vulnerable, unused service accounts do we have?

Insider Threats - Sysadmin Problems? CEO Problems.
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The Ingredients for Inside-Out Security

Content Information 

knowing which files 
contain sensitive and 

important information

Access Activity

knowing which users do access 
what data, when and what 
they’ve done

User and Group Information

from Active Directory, LDAP, NIS, 
SharePoint, etc.

Permissions Information  

knowing who can 
access what data

users and groups

users and groups

users and groups

permissions

classification

classification

activity
activity

permissions

permissions

users and groups

users and groups

permissionsusers and groups

users and groups
permissions

classification activity

activity

permissions

classificationpermissions

activity

permissions
classification classification

activity

users and groups

[classification]

[activity]

Metadata
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Inside-Out Approach: 3 Phases

Sustain

Detect

Prevent

Automate cleanup tasks, authorization, entitlement reviews

Enable auditing, baseline user behavior, take inventory

Lock down sensitive information, remove dangerous artifacts
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Phase I: Detect
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Detecting CryptoLocker

Alert on more than 100 file modify events from a 

single user in under a minute

Alert triggers an action to:

Notify IT admins

Grab the username and machine

Check the machine’s registry for key/value that 

CryptoLocker creates

Get-Item HKCU:\Software\CryptoLocker\Files).GetValueNames()

If value exists, disable user automatically:

Disable-ADAccount -Identity $actingObject
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Detecting CryptoLocker - DatAlert configuration
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Cleaning File Servers with DatAdvantage

Identify infected files

Create a report to 

identify all modified 

files over the last 30 

days

XML template 

containing predefined 

filters for DA
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Remediating File Servers

Restoring the files, using a backup or Volume Shadow Copies (Windows Servers ; if 

enabled), after identification of infected/encrypted files

Another solution: Encryption seems to be reversible

Using a real-time disassembler on the PE (Portable Executable) that 

infected the files through the computer/user session, it is possible 

to skip the code part where the encryption mechanisms occurs, and 

activate a code part that decrypts the files, without the need of 

getting the decryption key.

Depends on CryptoLocker variant that infected the files.
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Map Your Environment (that’s what hackers do!)
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Classify Sensitive Information
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Enable Auditing (files, emails, AD, etc.)
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Behavioral activity spikes (email, files, access denied)

Access to data not typical for a user (or service account)

Multiple open events on files likely to contain credentials

Abnormal access to sensitive or stale data

Critical GPO modified

Privilege escalation (user added to Domain Admins)

Alert on Suspicious Activity
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Alert on Suspicious Activity (Threat Models)
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Phase II: Prevent
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Eliminate Global Access

Warning! 
Erin Hannon will lose 
access to data she’s 
been using!
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Lockdown Sensitive Data
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Eliminate Excessive Permissions
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Phase III: Sustain
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Assign Ownership
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Automate Authorization
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Automate Entitlement Reviews
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Inside-Out Approach: 3 Phases

Sustain

Detect

Prevent

Automate cleanup tasks, authorization, entitlement reviews

Enable auditing, baseline user behavior, take inventory

Lock down sensitive information, remove dangerous artifacts
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Varonis Inside Out Security Assessment

200,157 globally accessible folders

29% of all folders are open to 
EVERYONE 

315 folders contain sensitive data

22.21% folders containing sensitive data are globally accessible

50% of sensitive files are stale (not accessed during evaluation)

Return to Table of 
Contents
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Thank You


